A third-line antiretroviral therapy register to track patient clinical and virological outcomes

In 2021, South Africa (SA) had an estimated 7.8 million people living with HIV, of whom 5.6 million were receiving antiretroviral therapy (ART), with 3.4 million on first-line ART, 145 000 on second-line ART (SLART) and >700 on third-line ART (TLART). Access to TLART in SA’s public healthcare sector is available to patients with confirmed virological failure on a second-line protease inhibitor (PI) regimen and documented PI resistance, defined as a genotype resistance Stanford score ≥15. The TLART committees are responsible for recommending an individualised TLART regimen based on the patient’s clinical history and genotype resistance profile (TLART National Secretary, personal communication, 12 June 2022). The recommendation goes to the applicant and facility’s pharmacist, who then procures the relevant medicine(s). In resource-limited public sector settings, the options for salvage therapy and last-resort options for patients failing SLART are extremely limited. Published data emanating from SA estimate that ~25% of the ~145 000 people receiving SLART experience treatment failure within 1 year as a result of treatment non-adherence, subtherapeutic ART, delayed switching, and accumulation of PI-resistant mutations. Although these data are from the pre-dolutegravir (DTG) era, the growing pool of patients urgently needing TLART requires innovative systems to ensure that patients receiving TLART are alive, engaged in care, and virologically suppressed for the duration of their treatment.

The estimated annual cost for TLART is ~ZAR16 486 per patient for a commonly used regimen such as darunavir with ritonavir, DTG and two nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors, considerably higher than first-line (tenofovir, emtricitabine and efavirenz or tenofovir, lamivudine and dolutegravir) and second-line ART (zidovudine, lamivudine, and lopinavir or atazanavir boosted with ritonavir) at ZAR1 649 and ZAR13 140 per patient per year, respectively.

Owing to the substantially higher costs of second- and third-line regimens compared with first-line ART, targeted interventions to boost engagement and retention of TLART patients in health facilities will help to ensure that the goals of AIDS-free survival through ART access are met. Recommendations to improve current TLART access and procurement processes include early identification of SLART failure with an application to the TLART committee for consideration, implementation of optimised systems for TLART procurement and supply-chain management, enabling facility pharmacy dispensing of TLART, and systems to ensure long-term retention in care (Fig. 1). A confidential named-patient register maintained at facility, district, provincial and national levels may be an important administrative tool to potentially strengthen TLART care and complement the work of a holistic HIV care team. A TLART registry should be a systematic collection of patient demographic information, clinical parameters at initiation of TLART, treatment regimens and therapy escalation, and outcomes (e.g. virological, immune response and clinical outcomes), monitored and recorded at regular intervals through clinical audits (Table 1).

Step 4. Retention in care
• Foster good working relationships between treating clinician, facility pharmacy and pharmacy depot manager to ensure timely uninterrupted TLART supply
• Ensure patient retention in care. Notify national TLART committee secretariat if a TLART patient relocates or moves to another facility
• Contact tracing teams are recommended to ensure patient retention in care

Step 3. Facility pharmacy dispensing
• PHC pharmacy to be equipped with a mechanism for demand creation for patients receiving an approved TLART regimen at their facility
• Gatekeeping by pharmacy if TLART failure is suspected
Applicant clinician to be contacted, and application/notification to TLART committee is recommended

Step 2. Supply chain and procurement
• Once approved, TLART committee to include all relevant personnel such as the applicant clinician, pharmacy and depot managers to facilitate procurement and supply-chain management
• The National TLART application form now requests applicant clinician and pharmacy email for this purpose

Step 1. Early identification of SLART virological failure and application to the TLART committee
• The TLART committee is virtual and operates by electronic mail
• Transparency between applicant clinician, committee members and secretariat is warranted. This will enable the applicant clinician to actively track the application process until medicines are supplied to the patient
• Creating a facility-based standard email for ongoing communication with the TLART committee will enable seamless uninterrupted access to committee responses and continued patient care, irrespective of the applicant clinician’s availability

Fig. 1. Recommended TLART access and procurement process flow for disease-endemic settings. (TLART = third-line antiretroviral therapy; PHC = primary health care; SLART = second-line antiretroviral therapy.)
medication, and status of the patient. Certain outcome measures such as reporting of adverse drug reactions and therapy escalation with accompanying reason could also assist with overall pharmacovigilance. All relevant personnel involved in the patient’s TLART management, including the treating clinician, the TLART secretariat and pharmaceutical services, should ideally have login access to the register/database. Register records could ultimately be compared with pharmaceutical depot records for consolidation of patient numbers, future forecasting needs, and input into the provincial budget.

Globally, the use of patient-centred registries has become increasingly adopted in treatment programmes for cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes and autoimmune diseases in developed countries, to monitor patient progress and outcomes.80 Advantages stemming from patient registries include timeous up-referral, real-time clinical monitoring and immediate medical action, all contributing to improved clinical outcome. The major disadvantage of any type of registry is maintenance, audits and quality checks to ensure that the most accurate and up-to-date information is available.

The adoption of a TLART register by geographical area could map movement of patients within facilities and promote retention-in-care strategies to ensure ongoing engagement of TLART patients through outreach support. Comparing baseline clinical information with current viral load, by treatment regimen, would provide useful clinical information on effectiveness of TLART regimens for these patients, and offer a triage mechanism when more effective drugs or regimens become available. A third-line register has the potential to strengthen planning and provision of TLART in relation to treatment stockouts, provider/supply-chain challenges, or patient challenges such as frequent pill pick-up delays, to ensure optimal use of resources. The future of registries will be shaped by technological advances, and linking a TLART register/database to other electronic data sources, such as prescription and laboratory services, would reduce the need for intensive chart audits and provide the opportunity for real-time decision-making for this vulnerable group of patients. The register then becomes a quality improvement register, where patient outcomes are tracked for feedback to experts to provide efficient input on management of TLART patients.

With almost two decades of ART programmatic roll-out, an escalating burden of PI resistance and a fast-growing number of patients accessing TLART, innovative strategies to manage TLART better and mitigate the risk of HIV drug resistance are warranted in sub-Saharan Africa. Developing and maintaining a TLART register will complement patient services and help promote clinical governance to establish a process of accountability and excellence in HIV clinical care.
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